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Fig. S1. a. Computational pipeline for the identification of peptides in ovarian tumor protein 

datasets from CPTAC on being matched with the customized chimeric peptide database; b. 

b-y ion profiles of a few chimeric peptides; c. No. of LRP-derived peptides identified from the 

6 reading frames; d. Frequency of peptides produced from either 1,2 or 3 reading frames. 
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Fig S2.a. 8659 cLRP-derived peptides (9-,10-,11-mers) predicted through PCPS analysis; b. 

526 predicted peptides with significant TAP Affinity Score grouped as either strong binders, 

good binders or moderate binders; c. Median Binding Affinity Rank of 369 peptides across 

differential and shared alleles predicted by NetMHCPan 4.1; d. TAP Score-wise segregation 

in each peptide group: Number of peptide within each group with TAP Score, 6-7 (Good), 7- 

8 (Moderate) and 8-9 (Strong) TAP Score represented as stacked bar graph in dark-blue 

(good), grey (moderate), blue (strong) respectively; e. Alleles restricted by each peptide: 

Number of HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C alleles restricted by each peptide groups represented 

as stacked graph, number of alleles is denoted in bar section with HLA-A (blue), HLA- 

B(orange) and HLA-C(grey) respectively; f. Venn diagram representing 369 peptides 

restricting selected HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C alleles. 



 
 

 
 

 

Fig S3.a. Scatter plot representing the 55 peptides (orange ‘+’; right y-axis) and 117 

restricted alleles (blue ‘x’; left y-axis) respectively in 19 super-alleles (x-axis); b. TAP 

Scores of 55 peptides (left y-axis - peptides in top-right box have a moderate TAP Score, 

those in the middle box a good TAP score and remaining in the left bottom box with 

strong TAP score) and increasing Allele Harmonic Binding Rank (AHBR; right y-axis) 

values; c) Heat map of 55 Peptides restricting alleles represented with calculated 

log(AHBR) (Allele Harmonic Binding Rank). Higher value of log(ABHM) higher binding 

affinity of peptide towards HLA Allele indicating higher antigenicity 



 

Fig S4a. Heatmap of 39 complexes represented with their combined affinity-stability 

rank from most stable (0.03:purple) to moderately stable (0.48:Dark Green); b. 

Distribution plot of Affinity (kCal/Mol) of 39 complexes where significant pMHC 

complexes are marked (red triangle) ; c. Predicted p:MHC interactions modelled in 

Discovery studio where peptide residues (red) interact with MHC molecule residues 

(green) through polar (yellow), electrostatic (blue) and hydrophobic (pink) bonds, 

interactions are highlighted in a red cloud and salt bridge highlighted in a blue cloud, 

Some of these interactions were also indicated in models generated in PyMOL 

(Supplementary Table 9). 



 
 

Fig.S6. a. Assessment of a modified agretopicity index through comparison of affinity 

distribution of seven putative antigenic peptides forming strong p:MHC complex (IC50< 

100nM) with their alternative 8-11-mer reading-frame/strand isoform peptides within the same 

restricting alleles; b.Schematic for performance evaluation of the neoantigenecity pipeline. a. 

In canonical and reading frame protein isoforms of parental transcript PSEN2-CABC1 of 

peptide ATQGRSWRK restricting HLA-A*11:01; b.Proteasomal cleavage retained and TAP 

transported peptides from 5’ parent PSEN1 where 9-mer (593),10-mer (559) and 11-mer(504) 

peptides were generated through PCPS (i) from these few peptides were transported through 

TAP receptor with moderate binding (6-7: 69), strong binding (7-8:36), highly Strong Binding 

(>8: 12) affinity; c.Proteasomal cleavage retained and TAP transported peptides from 3’ parent 

CABC1 where 9-mer (24300),10-mer (21894) and 11-mer(19753) peptides were generated 

through proteasomal cleavage PCPS (i) from these few peptides were transported through 

TAP receptor with moderate binding (6-7:1703), strong binding (7-8:800), highly Strong 

Binding (>8:488) affinity 



 

FigS6.a Violin Plot of TCR binding ERGO II score of three alleles HLA-A*11:01, HLA- 

A*24:02, HLA-B*27:05 restricted by mentioned peptide; b. Derived Crossing and 

Docking angles for complex ATQGRSWRK: HLA-A*11:01: TRAV21*01/J50*01- 

TRBV6.6*01/J2.3*01 i. Crossing angles= 61.36 ֯ (between MHC pocket peptide binding 

groove and the vector between the TCR domains) ii. Incident angle= 11.33ͦ (between 

the MHC peptide groove plane normal vector and the TCR interdomain axis of rotation) 

and the vector between the TCR domains); c. Distribution of polar, electrostatic and 

hydrophobic cloud on interaction with TCR in pMHC (left: ATQGRSWRK-HLA-A*11:01) 

and pMHC-TCR complex (right:A-A1101-TCRAV2101/J5001-TRABV6.601/J2201) where 

distribution of polar from donor to acceptor (pink: green) (i) hydrophobicity index 3.00 

to -3.00 (ii) (brown: blue) is displayed d. Molecular model of ATQGRSWRK: HLA- 

A*11:01: TRAV35*01/J49*01-TRBV11-2*01/J1-2*01 complex, where pMHC complex 

(peptide: red; MHC: green) complexes with TCR (pink) through polar (pink) and 

electrostatic (orange) interactions as common to those reported in the reference 

models) where peptide is interacting with MHC in B-pocket 



 
 

 
 

 

Fig S7: a. Schematic for validation of neoantigen predicition pipeline using peptides derived 

from Glioblastoma (Keskin et al.2019) Melanoma (Otte et al.2017); b. Distribution of 

Glioblastoma derived peptide predicted to bind with < 0.5 binding rank affinity using 

NetMHCpan 4.1; c. Distribution of Melanoma derived peptide predicted to bind with < 0.5 

binding rank affinity using NetMHCpan 4.1. d.i. Molecular modeling of pMHC complex 

AAHRARYFW-HLA-B*27:05 where peptide (red) is interacting with MHC (green) where three 

similar polar (A2-E63, A2-R62, A2-Y159), a single electrostatic (A1-E163) and hydrophobic 

bond (A1-W167) d.ii, d.iii. Molecular modeling of complex AAHRARYFW-HLA-B*27:05 

TRAV14/DV4/J21-TRBV6-5/J1-1 (peptide-red, MHC-green, TCR-pink, polar and electrostatic 

interactions - green and orange rods respectively) where three similar polar and single 

electrostatic interactions (A1-Y171, A2-E63,A2-Y159-polar and W9-D77-electrostatic) and 

two polar and a single hydrophobic with TCR-α (A5-Y52, R4-P28, R6-N98) 


